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A BST R A C T
In ICSE’08, Zimmermann and Nagappan show that network
measures derived from dependency graphs are able to identify
critical binaries of a complex system that are missed by
complexity metrics. The system used in their analysis is a
Windows product. In this study, we conduct additional
experiments on public data to reproduce and validate their results.
We use complexity and network metrics from five additional
systems. We examine three small scale embedded software and
two versions of Eclipse to compare defect prediction performance
of these metrics. We select two different granularity levels to
perform our experiments: function-level and source file-level. In
our experiments, we observe that network measures are important
indicators of defective modules for large and complex systems,
whereas they do not have significant effects on small scale
projects.

C ategories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.8 [Software E ngineering]: Metrics— Complexity measures,
Process metrics. D.4.8 [Performance]: Measurements, Modeling
and Prediction.

General T erms
Experimentation, Measurement, Performance.

K eywords
Code metrics, network metrics, defect prediction, public datasets.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
As software systems become larger and more complex, the need
for effective guidance in decision making has considerably
increased. Various methods/ tools are used to decrease the time
and effort required for testing the software to produce high quality
products [2, 3, 12]. Recent research in this context shows that
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defect predictors provide effective solutions to the software
industry, since they can provide the developers potentially
problematic areas in the software [4, 5, 6, 8]. With such intelligent
oracles, resources spent for testing and bug tracing can be
allocated effectively while preserving quality of the software at
the same time.
Learning-based defect predictors are often built using static code
attributes and the location of defects, both of which are extracted
from completed projects. Static code attributes are widely
accepted by many researchers, since they are easily collected from
various systems using automated tools and they are practical for
the purpose of defect prediction [2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 19].
Although successful defect predictors can be built using static
code attributes, it is observed that their information content is
limited [18]. Therefore, many algorithms suffer from a ceiling
effect in their prediction performances such that they are unable to
improve the defect detection performance using size and
complexity metrics.
There are studies that focus on other factors affecting an overall
software system such as development processes [7], dependencies
[1], code churn metrics [15] or organizational metrics [16].
Results of these studies show that the ability of process related
factors to identify failures in the system is significantly better than
the performance of size and complexity metrics [1, 14, 15]. In a
recent study, Zimmermann and Nagappan also challenged the
limited information content of data in defect prediction [1]. The
authors proposed to use network metrics that measure
dependencies, i.e. interactions, between binaries of Windows
Server 2003. Results of their study show that recall, i.e. detection
rate, is by 10% higher, when network metrics are used to find
defective binaries than code complexity metrics.
In this research, we extend the study of network analysis in order
to reproduce the previous work [1], validate and/or refute its
results using new datasets and further improve the performance of
these metrics in defect prediction by using additional
methodologies. First, we evaluate both code complexity and
network metrics using five additional data sets: three projects
from relatively small scale embedded software of a white-goods
manufacturer and two versions of Eclipse, all of which are
publicly available [20]. We have designed two experimental
setups. One of them is the replication of the previous study that
proposed the significance of network measures in predicting
critical software components [1]. The other one is that, we
propose a learning-based defect prediction model to evaluate and
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Case Study 2
An Extensive Comparison of Bug Prediction Approaches
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Abstract—Reliably predicting software defects is one of software engineering’s holy grails. Researchers have devised and
implemented a plethora of bug prediction approaches varying
in terms of accuracy, complexity and the input data they
require. However, the absence of an established benchmark
makes it hard, if not impossible, to compare approaches.
We present a benchmark for defect prediction, in the
form of a publicly available data set consisting of several
software systems, and provide an extensive comparison of the
explanative and predictive power of well-known bug prediction
approaches, together with novel approaches we devised.
Based on the results, we discuss the performance and
stability of the approaches with respect to our benchmark and
deduce a number of insights on bug prediction models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Defect prediction has generated widespread interest for a
considerable period of time. The driving scenario is resource
allocation: Time and manpower being finite resources, it
makes sense to assign personnel and/or resources to areas of
a software system with a higher probable quantity of bugs.
A variety of approaches have been proposed to tackle the
problem, relying on diverse information, such as code metrics [1]–[8] (lines of code, complexity), process metrics [9]–
[12] (number of changes, recent activity) or previous defects
[13]–[15]. The jury is still out on the relative performance
of these approaches. Most of them have been evaluated in
isolation, or were compared to only few other approaches.
Moreover, a significant portion of the evaluations cannot be
reproduced since the data used by them came from commercial systems and is not available for public consumption. As
a consequence, articles reached opposite conclusions: For
example, in the case of size metrics, Gyimothy et al. reported
good results [6] unlike Fenton et al. [16].
What is missing is a baseline against which the approaches can be compared. We provide such a baseline by
gathering an extensive dataset composed of several opensource systems. Our dataset contains the information required to evaluate several approaches across the bug prediction spectrum on a number of systems large enough to have
confidence in the results. The contributions of this paper are:
• A public benchmark for defect prediction, containing
enough data to evaluate several approaches. For five
open-source software systems, we provide, over a fiveyear period, the following data: (1) process metrics on
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all the files of each system, (2) system metrics on biweekly versions of each system, (3) defect information
related to each system file, and (4) bi-weekly models
of each system version if new metrics need to be
computed.
The evaluation of a representative selection of defect
prediction approaches from the literature.
• Two novel bug prediction approaches based on biweekly samples of the source code. The first measures
code churn as deltas of source code metrics instead of
line-based code churn. The second extends Hassan’s
concept of entropy of changes [10] to source code
metrics. These techniques provide the best and most
stable prediction results in our comparison.
Structure of the paper: In Section II we present an
overview of related work in defect prediction. We describe
our benchmark and evaluation procedure in Section III. In
Section IV, we detail the approaches that we reproduce and
the ones that we introduce. We report on their performance
in Section V. In Section VI, we discuss possible threats to
the validity of our findings, and we conclude in Section VII.
•

II. D EFECT P REDICTION
We describe several approaches to defect prediction, the
kind of data they require and the various data sets on which
they were validated. All approaches require a defect archive
to be validated, but do not necessarily require it to actually
perform their analysis. When they do, we indicate it.
Change Log Approaches use information extracted from
the versioning system, assuming that recently or frequently
changed files are the most probable source of future bugs.
Nagappan and Ball performed a study on the influence
of code churn (i.e., the amount of change to the system)
on the defect density in Windows Server 2003. They found
that relative code churn was a better predictor than absolute
churn [9]. Hassan introduced the entropy of changes, a
measure of the complexity of code changes [10]. Entropy
was compared to amount of changes and the amount of
previous bugs, and was found to be often better. The entropy
metric was evaluated on six open-source systems: FreeBSD,
NetBSD, OpenBSD, KDE, KOffice, and PostgreSQL. Moser
et al. used metrics (including code churn, past bugs and
refactorings, number of authors, file size and age, etc.), to
predict the presence/absence of bugs in files of Eclipse [11].

Marco D’Ambros et al.: "‘An
Extensive Comparison of
Bug Prediction Approaches"’,
MSR 2010.
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An Observation
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And now?

!

Start sharing experiments?
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!
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